
Preparing for your Cloud Journey 
With CDW’s Azure Cloud Adoption Journey, we provide 
an opinionated expert approach to discovery, planning, 
deployment, adoption, and migration services that ensures 
your organization will maximize the value of your cloud 
deployment and enable the benefit of leveraging cloud-
native patterns and practices.  

We do this with one goal in mind: Providing the  
technical foundation for your organization to become  
more agile, innovative, cost-efficient, and competitive  
within your industry.

Assess Your Current Environment
CDW’s Digital Velocity team will work alongside your
organization to deploy automated discovery tools, gather
information, and then help interpret and review the results to
provide a baseline and determine the best path to assist with
your organization’s Azure deployment  migration.

Contact your CDW Account Manager  
to arrange an Azure Readiness Assessment today.

WE GET AZURE

Plan and Deploy your Azure Cloud Foundation
Digital Velocity’s Azure Cloud Experts are here to plan, 
design, and build out your initial Azure Cloud Landing Zone 
to meet your specific business priorities and requirements.  
Our Azure Cloud Foundation engagements can range from 
proof-of-concepts to full production-ready environments.  
Our opinionated landing zones are designed with a focus on 
scalability, security, and flexibility with exacting standards 
and best practices designed by Microsoft and CDW. Our 
landing zone engagements may include:

• Quick deployment of workload-ready  
Azure environments

• Best practices for cloud governance and management

• recommendations for next steps tailored to  
your organization

• Transfer of knowledge to ensure immediate efficacy  
of your new landing zone

• Advanced customization and “Lift and Improve” services 
available as an additional extended engagement

The roadmap to accelerating  
your Microsoft Azure cloud adoption.
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Accelerate with Cloud Native  
Patterns and Practices
Once your migration is complete, CDW offers and extensive set 
of services to modernize and automate your infrastructure, 
applications, and data to fully take advantage of the latest cloud-
native approaches to modern technology.

CDW’s Microsoft Expertise and Credentials:
• Gold Partner

• Microsoft Azure Expert MSP

• Azure Cognitive Services Powered Intelligent CX

• Microsoft AMMP and Solutions Assessment Funding Subsidies

• Advanced Specializations

 - Windows & SQL Server Migration

 - Modernization of Web Applications

 - Kubernetes

Certifications
CDW  has a full bench of over 800 expert engineers and  
architects  with 120 of those dedicated to Microsoft.  
Our architects have earned over 360 Azure certifications  
with focus areas on the following:

• Azure Administrator Associate

• Azure AI Engineer Associate 

• Azure Cosmos DB  Developer Specialty

• Azure Data Engineer Associate

• Azure Data Scientist Associate

• Azure Developer Associate

• Azure DevOps Engineer Expert

• Azure Security Engineer Associate

• Azure Solutions Architect Expert

• Linux on Azure

Contact your CDW Account Manager  
to arrange an Azure Readiness Assessment today.


